NEW! Quicktionary
Reading pen
The Ultimate Portable Reading Tool

Reads Words Aloud Anywhere!

SCANNING a word or line from any printed text!
SEEING the words displayed in large characters!
HEARING the word(s) read aloud from the built-in speaker or earphone!
DEFINING the word and hear its definition read aloud

Featuring the American Heritage College Dictionary
3rd Edition
**NEW ReadingPen Features:**
- Over three times faster
- Improved accuracy
- Displays and speaks dictionary definitions

**Additional Features:**
- Single word/Full line scanning
- Large character display
- Reads words aloud
- Recognizes printed fonts (6-22 points)
- Displays syllables
- Spells words out loud
- Keeps a history of scanned words
- Contains over 200,000 definitions from the American Heritage College Dictionary, 3rd Edition.
- Defines words within the definition (cross-reference)
- Scans inverted and hyphenated text.
- Adjustable for left and right handed users.

Disclaimer: Not recommended for persons with low vision, or impaired fine motor control.